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Abstract

This paper explores opportunities and issues in the design and use of Web-based tools for the
development and evaluation of high-performance computer systems and applications. Our discus-
sion is based on a concrete tool, called Ursa Major, which addresses two speci�c problems with
the design of parallel systems. First it deals with the fact that the growing popularity of multi-
processor workstations and high-performance PCs is leading to a substantial increase in non-expert
users and programmers of this machine class. Such users need new programming paradigms - per-
haps most importantly, they need good examples to learn from. Ursa Major serves these needs
through a Web-accessible database of small and large programs, which are characterized extensively
from several viewpoints. They include application properties, compiler-oriented views, performance
characteristics, machine attributes, and user comments.

This publicly available repository serves a second purpose. It allows the study and comparison of
experimental results from diverse sources. In this way, it addresses needs of benchmarkers who want
to compare machine performance and of scientists who want to evaluate and compare new research
prototypes and ideas.

A tool that has served similar needs within our research group has been described in previous
reports. While this tool (called Ursa Minor), is successful in facilitating research and development
within a project, Ursa Major extends the user community to a much wider audience: its Java
implementation allows the operation across the internet. In developing the tool we have gained
experiences in writing large Java applications, we have seen strength and limitations of the language
and its environment, and - most importantly - we have gained experiences in using such a tool and
its underlying technology for the design and evaluation of parallel machines and applications. This
paper will share these experiences and present our vision of how the new internet technology and its
combination with high-performance computing systems can be put to maximal use.

1 Introduction

Parallel high-performancemachines are becomingmainstream technology. Today, a�ordable
multiprocessor workstations and PCs are attracting an increasing number of users. Harnessing these
parallel machines with user-oriented software systems is more important than ever before. One approach
is to keep parallelism transparent. \Parallelizing compilers" attempt to do this [BEH+94, HAA+96].
They allow programs to be written in standard languages and then �t them automatically onto the
parallel hardware. Indeed, this technology has become signi�cantly more attractive than in the context
of previous-generation supercomputers. This is due to recent progress in automatic parallelization, but
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also because keeping a machine run at 100% e�ciency all the time is no longer the overriding objective
of a computer operation.

New parallel programming interfaces are needed more than ever. In addition to using this
interface of \transparent parallelism," general programmers are also becoming more aware of parallel
programming. In part this is because new programming languages, such as Java, provide multi-threading
functionality. Furthermore, the new parallel language standard for multiprocessors, OpenMP [OMP97],
promises an attractive interface for those programmers who �nd interest and value in exploiting paral-
lelism explicitly. A programmer who is to develop a parallel program has to face a number of challenging
questions: What parallel language is suitable for the given environment? What are the known techniques
for parallelizing this program? What information is available for the program at hand? How much
speedup can be expected from this program? What are the limitations for the parallelization of this
program? It usually takes substantial experience to �nd the answers to such questions. Most general
programmers do not have the time and resources to acquire this experience.

Many tools can gather raw program and performance information and present it to the user, which
is a starting point for answering the questions above. However, in addition to providing raw informa-
tion, advanced tools must help �lter and abstract the potentially very large amount of data. Tools
have to support a methodology of developing programs for parallel high-performance machines. The
methodology will allow the user to comprehend the large data space and derive steps towards his or her
objective.

Information exchange is essential for performance comparisons The tool presented here targets
a second audience: the computer systems research community. A core need for advancing the state
of the art of computer systems is performance evaluation and the comparison of results with those
obtained by others. To this end, many test applications have been made publicly available for study
and benchmarking by both researchers and industry. Although a large body of measurements obtained
from such programs can be found in the literature and on public data repositories, it is usually very
di�cult to combine them into a form meaningful for new purposes. In part this is because data are not
readily available (e.g., they have to be extracted from several papers), but also because they may have
to undergo substantial re-categorizations and transformations for their interpretation.

For example, one important way of understanding and improving application, compiler and machine
behavior is to inspect high-performance applications and their timings on a loop-by-loop basis. However,
program characteristics, compilation reports, timings numbers, cache statistics, and machine overheads
are not usually available at this level.

The Ursa Major approach. Ursa Major addresses the described issues by providing an instru-
ment with which application, machine, and performance information can be obtained from various
sources and can be displayed at any viewer attached to the World-Wide Web. It provides a repository
for this information and supports methodologies for its abstraction and comprehension. The methodolo-
gies support several goal functions. Industrial benchmarkers may be interested in \one single number"
for machine comparisons; programmers may be interested in transformations that can improve the per-
formance of an application program; computer architects may want to compare their cache measurements
with those obtained by their peers. Ursa Major provides hooks for such methodologies and it includes
instruments for the underlying data mining task.

The data repository has been constructed from the results gathered in various research projects.
Currently it consists of characteristics of a number of programs, the results of compiler analyses of
these programs, their performance numbers on diverse architectures, and the data generated in several
simulator runs.

Ursa Major has its origin in the Ursa Minor tool [PVAE97], which was designed with the orig-
inal goal of combining compiler information with performance results and of assisting the development
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process of parallel programs. Because we chose Java as an implementation language it was natural to
combine these resources with the rapidly advancing Internet technology and, in this way, allow users at
remote sites to access our experimental data. New goals appeared within reach. These are to create a
comprehensive database of information for classes of users that go beyond our original parallel program-
mer community. From the beginning, the abstraction of performance and program information into a
form that answers the questions of the observer was one of our goals. However, this issue becomes dras-
tically more complex as we consider large data repositories organized in a multitude of dimensions. The
internet technology and its combination with high-performance computing tools open this new realm of
questions and opportunities. This paper presents initial experiences that help us take advantage of the
new potential.

Related work Use of the Internet for research in parallel computing has been made in several e�orts.
PUNCH (Purdue University Network Computing Hub), which enables distributed execution of programs,
is one example [KLF96]. It enables users at remote sites to execute programs available at the Hub. It
does not include the goal of presenting to the user information that leads to the understanding of
high-performance computer systems and their improvements, which is one of our objectives.

Several Web tools o�er performance numbers of various benchmarks [LaR93, Uni97]. Typically, the
presented data are timing numbers such as overall program performance or speci�c timings of communi-
cation in message passing systems. Extensive characteristics of the measured programs are usually not
part of the online databases. The user will have to obtain information from separate sources, which is
often necessary for interpreting the numbers. Furthermore, these repositories do not provide informa-
tion gathered by other tools, such as compilers or simulators, and consequently they do not support the
comparison or the combined presentation of performance aspects and program characteristics.

Organization of the paper. Section 2 introduces the Ursa Major tool and discusses its function-
ality. Section 3 briey introduces Ursa Minor [PVAE97], the tool on which Ursa Major is based.
Section 4 describes the data repository. Section 5 discusses the experience we gained through this e�ort
and gives our vision for the future of Ursa Major and for internet technology and high-performance
systems in general. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Description of Ursa Major

2.1 Overview

The Ursa Major project has its root in the Ursa Minor tool [PVAE97], discussed in the next section.
One objective of Ursa Major is to assist parallel programmers by e�ectively providing information on
the characteristics and performance results of various programs. These data have been gathered through
several high performance computing research e�orts at Purdue University [Vos97, AE97, KMA+96].
While Ursa Minor operates in a local environment, the new tool is able to tranfer data from the
Ursa Major repository (UMR) constructed on our server to remote sites. It comes with inter-
active features that allow selective views and combinations of the data. Figure 1 shows an over-
all view of the interaction between Ursa Major, a user, and UMR. Ursa Major is available at
http://www.ecn.purdue.edu/~ipark/UM/UrsaMajor.html.

The information currently available to users includes

� basic program information, such as source codes and the subroutine/loop calling structure,

� results of program analysis tools, such as data dependence test summaries, parallelism pro�les,
variable value ranges, loop iteration counts, global/local data access ratios,

� performance results, overall, per subroutine, and loop-by-loop,
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Figure 1: Interaction provided by the Ursa Major Tool.

� simulation results, such as the execution on an idealized dataow machine (which gives an upper
bound on the available parallelism in the programs)

The UMR is organized in a hierarchical �le structure that contains information corresponding to likely
user requests. The process of gathering data from various sources is discussed in Section 3.

Ursa Major is closely related to the Polaris compiler infrastructure [BEH+94]. Polaris, as a com-
piler, includes advanced program analysis and transformation techniques for array privatization, symbolic
and nonlinear data dependence testing, idiom recognition, interprocedural analysis, and symbolic pro-
gram analysis. Polaris also represents a general infrastructure for analyzing and manipulating Fortran
programs, which can provide useful information regarding the program structure and its potential paral-
lelism. Polaris plays a major role in generating the data �les used as input to our tool. Examples of such
�les are loop parallelization summaries, data-dependence information, and loop/subroutine call graphs.
Polaris also instruments programs for timing measurements and maximum parallelism detection.

The Ursa Major tool is written in 8,000 lines of Java code. Thus, any platform on which a Java-
compatible Web browser is available can be used to run Ursa Major. It uses the basic Java language
with standard Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), which enhances the portability of the tool.
The Java windowing toolkits and utilities enabled us to focus on the practicality of the tool. In the next
section, we examine more closely the functionality of Ursa Major.

2.2 Functionality

In this section, we describe the interaction between Ursa Major and a user. Thetool is embedded in a
Web page using the Java applet mechanism. The tool is invoked by clicking a button in the Web page.

An Ursa Major Database (UMD) is a storage unit that holds the collective information about a
program and its execution results in a certain environment. The Ursa Major repository (UMR) is
a hierarchical �le organization that contain a collection of UMDs. A user is asked to choose a UMD
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Figure 2: Loop Table View of the Ursa Major Tool.

within the list of short descriptions of programs and their runtime environments. A textual description
is available for each of the databases. It contains information about the program, the architecture that
it ran on, the parallel language used, applied input sets, compilers and their options, the descriptions
of optimizations resulting in the performance, and so on. This description is usually provided by the
researcher who performed the experiment. It can serve as a starting point for inspecting a new program.

The user interacts with Ursa Major by choosing menu items and mouse-clicking, with pop-up
dialog windows being used for occasional entry of parameters and for the display of small information
items. The main display of the tool includes two windows: A loop information table and a call graph.
The Ursa Major tool can hold many UMDs at one time, allowing users easy comparison.

Figure 2 shows the table, each line being the name of an individual loop. Currently, the table
displays timing results from various program runs, the number of invocations of each loop, the parent
in the calling structure, and the maximum degree of parallelism provided by Max/P [Pet93, KE97]. It
also indicates whether a loop is serial or parallel as detected by the parallelizing compiler. If it is serial,
the reason given by the compiler can be displayed on mouse-clicking. In Figure 2, the user is viewing
the database of program ARC2D and its performance on a SGI Power Challenge machine. The user has
clicked on loop ARC2D do10 to see the reason inhibiting parallelization. Also, the user opened a window
displaying the textual description of this database.

A user can rearrange or hide columns to highlight certain information. The entries can be sorted
alphabetically or based on execution time. By choosing a reference column, speedup can be calculated
on-demand. Also, the percentage of each loop's execution time relative to the overall program, can be
displayed through menu selection. This helps one determine the importance of each loop in the program.

Another view provides the calling structure of a given program, which includes subroutine, function,
and loop nest information as shown in Figure 3. Each color-coded rectangle represents either a subrou-
tine, function, or loop. For example, parallel loops are represented by green rectangles, and serial loops
by red rectangles. Clicking one of these will display the corresponding source code. In Figure 3 the user
is inspecting the loop CALCME do32 in program ARC2D in this way. Zoom-in/out functions of the call
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structure are available. An important role of this display is to help understand the nesting structure,
which is important for tasks such as �nding loops to interchange, and �nding outer subroutines and
loops for coarse-grain parallelzation.

            

Figure 3: Annotated Call Graph View of the Ursa Major Tool.

3 The Ursa Minor project: the Foundation of Ursa Major

Ursa Minor is the basis for the tool project presented in this paper. The di�erence between the two
projects is that Ursa Minor attempts to provide advanced programmers with a parallel programming
environment, whereas Ursa Major was designed to distribute our experiences and results to a more
general audience.

One objective of the Ursa Minor project is to promote a parallel programming methodology by
providing an integrated browser for programs, compilation, and performance data. Ursa Minor helps
organize data (source �les, itermediate �les, results) in the process of developing, compiling, and running
a program. It also helps identify potential performance bottlenecks and improvements. Ursa Minor
combines static program information provided by compilers with performance results of program runs.
In doing so it incorporates capabilities of parallel programming tools pioneered by tools such as Pablo
[Ree94], Paradyne [MCC+95], PTOPP [EM93], Polaris [BEH+94] and SUIF [HAA+96].

In a typical scenario, the programmer uses the information provided by Ursa Minor as a starting
point for analyzing and tuning the performance of a program. From this information he or she derives
and applies further program optimizations. In this process, the tool provides feedback (in the form of
updated program analysis results and performance factors) and facilitates the gathering and display of
new results.

The Ursa Minor tool collects and combines information from various sources. Timing information
is gathered from instrumented program runs. The tool performing this instrumentation is a Polaris-
based utility, not discussed further in this paper. Maximum parallelism estimates are supplied by the
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Max/P tool [Pet93, KE97]. Information on which loops are serial or parallel is provided by the actual
Polaris compiler. The Ursa Minor tool includes a subroutine and loop calling structure analyzer, also
implemented using the Polaris infrastructure.

Ursa Minor's facilities for manipulating databases and for creating graphical user interfaces are
basic building blocks for Ursa Major. Java class inheritance was utilized extensively for developing
Ursa Major's modules from these components. In addition, new modules were created for the tool's
networking features and for organizing the data into a repository that is easy to access from remote
Web sites. The latter includes the de�nition of naming schemes with which information can be found
intuitively and can easily be related to other information. For more information about the Ursa Minor
tool, the reader is referred to [PVAE97].

4 The Ursa Major Repository (UMR)

During the process of compiling a parallel program and measuring its performance, a considerable
amount of information is gathered. Several such e�orts are ongoing in our group, hence the UMR is
continuously being extended. It currently contains several benchmark suites that have been studied at
Purdue University, including SPEC and Perfect benchmark.

The speci�c data includes structural program information, results of program analysis, simulation
reports, as well as the timing information of various program runs. Finding parallelism starts from
looking through this information and locating potentially parallel sections of code. Several tools are
being used to gather and organize such data [VGGGJ88, EM93, BST86, AO88, KT87].

One issue in designing the repository was to de�ne storage schemes that makes is easy for users to
�nd information entered by other users. To this end, the repository structure consists of extentions on
�le and directory names indicating data such as the program names, platforms, compilers, optimization,
and parallel languages. To be exible, these extensions are not hard-coded. Instead, they are described
in a con�guration �le that is read by Ursa Major at the start of a session.

5 Experiences using Ursa Major

We present early experiences using Ursa Major. We have taken advantage of the tool in our re-
search team, on multiple platforms, including wokstations, high-performance servers and PCs connected
through modems at home. Our team includes researchers at two universities, so that realistic remote
accesses were involved. Based on these experiences we can picture scenarios of how the di�erent user
communities can best take advantage of the tool and what challenges need to be addressed to make it
even more useful in the future.

Supporting Ursa Major's Users

Ursa Major targets several audiences. They include novice parallel programmers, advanced program-
mers, and researchers interested in performance evaluation and benchmarking. Obviously these cate-
gories can overlap. For beginners, the tool supports a methodology of \learning by example". Typically
we tell new programmers to exploit the tool doing the following steps:

� Get a general feel for the programs in the repository. This is best done starting with the \call
graph view" and clicking on several nodes in this graph to inspect the source programs. The call
graph view includes both subroutines and loops and provides color-coded information about which
program sections will run in parallel.

� To get more insights about an individual program the user now can step through the most time-
consuming loops and compare serial and parallel program versions. Ursa Major supports this by
providing the loop table view diplayed in Figure 2. Source code corresponding to the serial and the
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parallel variant can be opened. The loop table also shows timings of the two variants giving the
user a �rst view of the speedups obtained by each loop. The tool can compute and display these
speedup numbers as an option. Comparing these program variants gives the new user a �rst idea
of how programs need to be transformed to run in parallel and what performance improvement
can be obtained.

There is no clear cut between the beginner and the advanced programmer. Even the expert may want
to start with the described steps and learn from parallel programs developed by others. In addition, the
advanced user will

� inspect the reasons why certain parallel loops or program sections perform well or badly in more
detail. For example, small average loop execution times may cause large parallel loop startup
overheads, and large numbers of global data references may cause poor cache locality { both
limiting speedups. This analysis can be done either by inspecting the raw data or by relying on
suggestions given by the tool. In a simple case the tool can ag \bad situations", such as speedups
less than one. More advanced options will derive a set of optimization factors that characterize
the performance and that give clues for possible improvements. In further scenarios the tool would
�lter and abstract the raw information, giving the user suggestions towards his or her objective.
Developing such suggestion methods is an important ongoing research area.

� understand reasons why a code section is not parallel. Ursa Major can present the explanations
given by the parallelizing compiler. Together with the serial and parallel program the user can
come to a good understanding of the kind of transformations that make a program parallel. Also
one can �nd the limitations of automatic transformations, and what has to be done to perform
them by hand. An additional aid in this process is the column \MaximumParallelism" which gives
the user a clue about the theoretically obtainable degree of parallelism, against which the success
can be measured.

� include the program under development into the Ursa Major tool and comparing it with avail-
able programs. Potential improvements can be indenti�ed in this way. Additional information is
available that helps determine further improvements. For example, information on accessed array
sections in a loop is important for �nding which arrays contain data dependences and which arrays
are privatizable. Information about inner and outer loops helps identify candidate loops for inter-
changing (improving cache locality) and for increasing the grain size of the parallel computation
(reducing startup overheads). Again, the loop table turned out to be most useful for providing
this type of information.

Ursa Major further serves the research community in general by making available the large about
of information kept in the Ursa Major repository and facilitating access to this information in various
dimensions. Even within our research group the availability of the repository enabled many di�erent
studies, such as architectural comparisons, comparisons of di�erent compilers, di�erent programs, dif-
ferent subroutines and loops within a program, and scalability studies over numbers of processors and
data set sizes. Enhancing the support for inspecting our database from these various angles is another
important ongoing e�ort.

The loop table view has turned out to be crucial in the use of Ursa Major. Most information items
are associated with a loop in some manner and, hence, can adequately be identi�ed by the user via the
loop table. Loops can represent the innermost computation of a code as well as the program as a whole
(e,g., the outermost time-stepping loop of an application). Nevertheless there are data sets that need a
di�erent representation. Examples are the time line of subroutine calls in a program and the trace �le
generated by a simulator. Including such information is a future goal.
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Experience with Java

In the process of developing a relatively large Java application, we found both advantages and disad-
vantages of this language. The simple design and ease of debugging signi�cantly increased productivity
throughout the development. The support for graphical user interfaces at the basic language level in-
creased the portability and readibility. The networking features played a key role in developing our
application. One issue that made our design di�cult was the young age of Java, with several upgrades
happening within a single year, accompanied by the instability inherent to early releases. Because our
application is large (8000 lines of Java) the load time at a remote site can be signi�cant. We expect
this situation to improve as network bandwidths increase world-wide. Finally, despite the full language
support for relatively high level graphical functions, a signi�cant portion of our codes had to be written
for the user interfaces. As visual Java programming modules are emerging, we expect that a signi�cant
portion of this code can be built from libraries in the future. Overall, the Ursa Major project proved
the value of Java as a general purpose language for major applications and for network applications in
particular.

Experience with Ursa Major as a Web Tool

In Ursa Major the operation across platforms and across distant nodes is made easy. This is thanks
to the underlying language and the internet server technology. We need no longer develop tools that are
designed speci�cally for serving internet requests, such as netlib and internet database servers [LaR93,
Uni97] (which are notable pioneers of this technology). The facilities are now part of programming
environments. Java is an example. Ursa Major just takes advantage of this fact. As it does so, it also
emphasises an important question raised about the new internet technology: how to deal with the large
amount of available data. Structuring, �ltering, and abstracting the new \world-encompassing database"
has become the new Grand Challenge. For our tool this means, speci�cally, to �nd a methodology for
interpreting the program, compiler, and performance information that can guide the user in achieving
the desired improvement of the application, the compiler, or the underlying machine. Achieving this
goal will take many additional steps such as the one presented in this paper.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an on-going project that provides tools and methodologies for parallel program
development and performance evaluation. Ursa Major supports a user model of \parallel programming
by examples" and it serves as a program and benchmark database for high performance computing.
It integrates information available from performance analysis tools, compilers, simulators, and source
programs to a degree not provided by previous tools. Ursa Major can be executed on the World-Wide
Web, from where a growing repository of information can be viewed.

Ursa Major is evolving in a need-driven way. Its developers are also involved in projects such as
the characterization and analysis of real applications and the development of parallelizing compilers.
Tool capabilities needed in these e�orts are being integrated in Ursa Major. Keeping close together
the tool design projects and application characterization e�orts will ensure the practicality of our tool
in the future.

Several enhancements are planned next. New categories of information will be integrated into the
tool and its user views. For example, we will include improved compiler explanations why certain
optimizations were or were not performed. This enables the programmer to input missing data to the
compiler or to perform certain transformations by hand. Another important goal is the support for
user methodologies. As a long-term goal we envision facilities that allow one to query the information
repository directly for suggested improvements of programs, compilers, or architectures. Better support
for the tool's Web response is another ongoing e�ort. As we have only begun to explore the potential
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o�ered by the new internet technology, continuous feedback from its user community will help improve
the tool's service to a world-wide audience.
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